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Chapter 1.
Overview of the Brick
Cluster in Uganda
A vast natural resource base, relatively favourable climatic and environmental conditions and
availability of labour has made it possible for Uganda to advance in the production of tiles and other
clay products since the 1930s. Clay deposits that renew gradually in areas around the Lake Victoria,
Kyoga and Albert crescents have provided vital raw-material for production of clay products including
roofing tiles, finishing tiles
(facing bricks), floor layering
tiles (that minimize concrete
weight for storied structures)
as well as decorating tiles for
space fillings. Clay is a major
raw material for various bricks
and tiles in the building
industry and pottery. High
aluminous clays with low iron
content are used in making
refractory bricks for lining
furnaces, in making porcelain
and in fine ceramics such as
china ware (plates, cups),
sanitary ware (toilet pans,
basins, etc.) and pipes. As
shown in the map insert clay
deposits are found mainly
around Lake Victoria (on the western shores) and Eastern Uganda around the Elgon ranges. No
detailed systematic investigation has been carried out throughout the country except around a few
areas such as Kajjansi in Wakiso district; Bugungu near Jinja in Mukono district; Buteraniro in Mbarara
district; Butende; Kasukengo in Masaka district; Malawa in Tororo district and Butema in Hoima
district1.
The Kajjansi area between Kampala and Entebbe is home to Uganda Clays that pioneered industrial
clay products making in Uganda. Uganda Clays is leading manufacturer of quality baked clay building
products in Uganda. It uses Hoffman kilns to currently provide the building materials in a brick-red
color. The company's products are categorized into roofing tiles, bricks, maxpans, quarry floor tiles
and others2.
Its proximity to both the raw material (clay and water resource base) and the market (along the
Kampala Entebbe business areas) have made it grow to high levels of value (in production and
profitability)3 since 1950 inspite of challenges related to the political turmoil in Uganda between
1966 and 1986.

1

http://www.ugandainvest.go.ug/mining-sector-profile/
http://www.ugandaclays.co.ug/
3
Uganda Clays Ltd alone in 2015 was valued at US$2.3million after-tax (UCL Annual Report 2015)
2
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Chapter 2.
Functional Analysis of the
Kajjansi Brick Cluster
2.1

Cluster Formation

The cluster concept is relatively new in Uganda. Typical cluster initiatives started to be promoted in
Uganda and in most of eastern Africa around 2004, mainly by proactive university scientists, who
view it as a collaborative platform between universities, industry and government (Mwamila et al.,
2004b). This effort led to the creation of the Makerere University-led Innovation Systems and Clusters
Programme (ISCP-Uganda), which is also affiliated with the Pan African Competitiveness Forum
(PACF)4. Since 2004, only a few inroads have been made to build a cluster movement in Uganda.
Uganda Government has implemented two phases of the Competitiveness and Investment Climate
Strategy (CICS I and II) that has emphasised a cluster approach to investment growth but this is yet
to gain traction among various sectors including the clay sector. Kajjansi operatives at various parts
of the brick business and value-chain constitute a ‘loose cluster’ but one that is not formalized and
operates in an adhoc fashion without a defined structure and shape. Fortunately, or unfortunately,
that’s how many operators (that this study engaged) prefer. Cut-throat competition has not
permitted a formal cluster to be established to the extent that established companies like Uganda
Clays Limited views others not as partners but as competitors. This paved way for an open market
system as opposed to common marketing which flourishes under a formalized cluster arrangement.
This is espoused in the diagrammatic presentation below on a road map to establish a brick cluster.

sales
Profits into
research and input
sustenance

Marketing
strategy,
financial
intermediation
Process

inputs
Industrial Processing
linked to suppliers
of raw materials
(upstream) and to
more modern
processing machines
(downstream)

4

Availability of labour
and clay deposits
(some that
regenerate) to
sustain factory
volume demand
Produce

Yasin Ziraba (2013) Cluster Development in low resource settings: the case of Bioethanol and fruit processing clusters in Uganda
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2.2

Key players

The cluster has both formal and informal players. The formal cluster players are fully registered,
operate largely on a large scale and have formalized management systems both in production sales
and reporting. Uganda Clays Ltd for instance became the first clay company to list on the Uganda
Stock Exchange. Others include Lweza Clays Ltd, PAN Uganda Ltd, HERM among other companies. In
addition, there are formal agents accredited by these companies to provide services (mainly sales
and delivery) on their behalf. In Kajjansi area alone – there are about 10 of such agents (operating
at a middle level scale). However, over the last 10 years there has been a gradual increment of the
number of informal players – especially road side brokers. While they operate in line with national
corporate laws (pay trading licences, record tax returns etc.), their operations are detached and
adhoc in nature. They can open or close depending on the business climate. Some are mere business
operatives dealing with other sale of other construction materials (known in Uganda as hardware
shop operators). These operators have served clients who demand low volumes at intermittent times.

2.3

Production and Business Infrastructure

The pace for production is set by large companies (UCL, PAN, HERM, Lweza Clays etc.) and they
possess the capacity to produce massively for their agents across the country. After this mass
production of various clay products (with various designs and shapes), agents/brokers purchase from
large companies at a wholesale price aiming to sell to the public at a negotiated retail (higher per
unit) price. This is to recompose their time, transport cost, rent of premises, labour and risk. It
important to note that large producers also sell directly to various customers (schools, hospitals,
government installations, hotels etc.) who also purchase under contract and with pre-served orders.
The second tier of production at a lower scale is done by small level producers although at a slightly
lower quality. These producers sell directly to their customers, and some cases to brokers.

2.4

Service Providers

There are various service providers across the value chain. These mainly include:

Inbound logistics (include miners, suppliers of coffee husks to fire bricks, managers and
administrators, facility operators, firemen, sorters, and those who arrange bricks)

Marketing and Sales Managers

Transport contractors

Human resource managers

Security operatives

Banking and financial intermediaries

Warehouse owners and stall owners

Technology managers (who offer equipment and machine repair service providers)

Quality Assurance (including the Uganda National Bureau of Standards).

Insurance companies
These providers are sought according the nature and scale of the business.
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2.5

SWOT Analysis

The Kajjansi brick cluster has not evolved to become a formal cluster. Most operators have dwelt on
the availability of fine clay as an input, proximity to factories, and a large clientele attracted to the
area for the finished products – but trading from one another – but not under purposively set
correlations. In essence it’s the business that has put various operators together – but who prefer to
operate independently due to the complexity of the business networks. The fact that the idea of the
cluster has not been established from the ground up- various operatives see themselves as competitors
as opposed to complementary agents. This therefore sets the tone for the SWOT analysis presented
below.
Table 1: Kajjansi Cluster SWOT Analysis
Strength
Threats
- Availability of high quality
 Environmental
degradation
from
(largely stone and sand-free) clay
unsustainable mining of clay at a rate
deposits that regenerate over a
faster than its regeneration
decade
 Pollution to the population from
- High public visibility of Kajjansi
emissions of gases from the factories.
as a business area for clay
 Exposure of ones’ own know-how when
materials in East Africa
competitors are given access (causing a
- The rejuvenation of the Uganda
high likelihood of challenges in enforcing
Clays Ltd after many years of
property rights)
financial challenges and need of
 Counterfeits (especially of designs). In
recapitalization
addition, some labelling has logs of
- High private sector investment
companies that did not generate the
that has seen the rise of other
products
companies like Lweza Clays and
 There remains information asymmetry
PAN Uganda Ltd which were
arising from lack of information flow on
formerly about to dis-invest
what constitutes the right quality
- Availability of cheap labour with
 Production mishaps at cause tiles to
local skills that can be imparted
break and consequent losses
overtime
Weaknesses
Opportunities
- High cost of machinery (including
 Brick sector is a high turn-over business
repair costs)
that presents an attractive proposition
- Limited availability of critical
for the financial sector. This means that
service
provided
(including
operatives in this business possess high
machine operators and engineers)
chances to attract capitalization credit
- Fuel for firing is not readily
from banks
available. Dependence on coffee
 Overall
Uganda’s
housing
and
husks is not sustainable especially
construction sector has expanded due to
in off-seasons for coffee causing
a gradual growth of the economy.
operators
added
costs
of
Housing tastes have created a new
importation of husks from Kenya
demand for a range of clay products
and Tanzania as well as Ethiopia
much more than ever before. In addition
- The brick business is seasonal
the demand for clay products especially
causing changes in production and
roofing tiles and facing bricks has grown
demand patterns
through East Africa (including recently
in South Sudan)
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Chapter 3.
Value Chain Analysis

This section looks at the value chain as demonstrated below. The cluster benefits from a vast natural resource base with fine
clay (with minimal sand and stone mix) making it suitable for brick and tiles production. The high cost of machinery and its
maintenance are a key price determinant as well as brokerage that negotiate with buyers but also sale stock across Uganda.
Fig 2 Value chain analysis
Raw Material
Generation
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Clay digging (Kajjansi
has vast fine clay
deposits but being
extracted at a rate
faster than their
regeneration)
Large firms (Uganda
Clays Ltd, PAN and
HERM) use machines
to excavate the clay
while small scale
producers use manual
methods (with hand
tools)

Production of
Bricks




This stage includes
preparation of clay,
Mixing,
Molding,
Drying,
Firing,
Cooling, Sorting and
Testing for water
proof quality and
dimension fitting
The
stage
is
extremely
tedious
since the clay has to
be fine and all
impurities removed.
Labelling has since
been added to this
stage counterfeits in
the market have
labelled bricks with
UCL logs that are not
genuine. QA is an
issue at this stage

Packaging and
Pre-sales




Parking space is not a
big issue for big
producers but for
vendors/agents it has
been a challenge.
Road side brokers
have resorted to
keeping only samples
for
demonstration
and larger stock with
their main agents.
Most buyers have own
tracks for packing is
not a big issue for
dealers

Marketing
(Pricing, and
Promotion)




Advertisements are
very minimal since
this product is bought
purposively with a
clear
demand
articulation, however
since
2010,
promotion
has
become
more
prominent as PAN
and HERM enter to
challenge UCL for the
tiles market
There are also a
higher number of
agents
who
are
attracting customers
though this has put
little pressure on
price movements

Sales and PostSales and ReInvestment


Very
limited
reinvestment
especially into new
technologies
and
research



No noticed investor
care and investor
after care services



Regulation of the
cluster no evident as
the cluster remains
adhoc and informal in
structure
and
working
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3.1
Raw Material Generation
Over the next decade there will be concerns over the availability of raw materials - clay deposits
and the ownership thereof. The pace of extraction is currently faster than the rate of regeneration.
Large companies are mining with machines while local producers use manual labour (with hand-held
tools). There is already a rush to buy clay lands making it ‘a survival for the richest’. While Uganda
is prized for her fine clay (specifically that of Kajjansi), it is infinite. Another concern is on the
environment. Some clay deposits are near wetlands and people settlements and some wetland are
slowly being encroached (in some instances mining done in ways that drain swamps).
3.2
Production
Uganda Clays Limited (UCL), PAN and HERM are pace-makers and produce at a large scale and at
price that brokerage entities/agents purchase at and sell at negotiated prices (depending on
quantities) with buyers. The health of the cluster is heavily dependent on production levels of the
firms and demand patterns. Brick cluster business is seasonal and prices are highest during months
prior to end the year and during the dry season when construction peaks. The demand therefore
pulls production. However, there are also small scale producers with local technologies that are
gaining prominence on the market.
How brick producers operate
The big producers use the brick production process called Hoffman Kilns. A Hoffmann kiln consists
of a main fire passage surrounded on each side by several small rooms. Each room contains a pallet
of bricks. In the main fire, passage there is a fire wagon that holds a fire that burns continuously.
Each room is fired for a specific time, until the bricks are vitrified properly, and thereafter the
fire wagon is rolled to the next room to be fired. For example, UCL operates with plants in Kajjansi
and Kamonkoli (eastern Uganda). The Kajjansi plant's operations are majorly manual but Kamonkoli's
are automated. At Kajjansi, the two kilns are powered up by coffee husks, which are procured
locally and at Kamonkoli a tunnel kiln uses furnace oil which is imported to bake products. Currently,
at Kamonkoli the company is trying to migrate the baking fuel from furnace oil to coffee husks to
reduce on the production costs.
Each room is connected to the next room by a passageway carrying hot gases from the fire. In this
way, the hottest gases are directed into the room that is currently being fired. Then the gases pass
into the adjacent room that is scheduled to be fired next. There the gases preheat the brick. As the
gases pass through the kiln circuit, they gradually cool as they transfer heat to the brick as it is
preheated and dried. This is essentially a counter-current heat exchanger, which makes for a
very efficient use of heat and fuel. This efficiency is a principal advantage of the Hoffmann kiln,
and is one of the reasons for its original development and continued use throughout history. In
addition to the inner opening to the fire passage, each room also has an outside door, through which
recently fired brick is removed, and replaced with wet brick to be dried and then fired in the next
firing cycle.
However, the small-scale brick producers use rudimentary methods of brick production. They do
not use advanced machinery like the big producers. Traditional methods of production, which do
not take account of the chemical and mineralogical characteristics, are still practiced. In the
traditional method of brick production, raw clay material is mixed with water and covered for about
a week. The paste is placed in a wooden mould. The bricks are spread and covered with cutgrass
until they are dry. However, during the rainy season, plastic sheets are used to cover the bricks.
The bricks are fired in field kilns, which consist of a large pile of unfired bricks with tunnels in the
bottom of the pile. The pile is cemented with clay and contains 10,000–15,000 bricks. A wood fire
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is built in the tunnel and kept burning for 4–6 days and the tunnels are then closed with unfired
bricks and cemented with clay. The hot exhaust from the wood fire flows through the pile, and
heats the centre of the pile enough to fire the bricks in the core of the pile. The pile is then allowed
to cool and dismantled
3.3
Packaging and Sales
Brand recognition has been critical – and
goes hand in hand with the design and
fashion trends. While there is limited
flexibility for machines to make varying
designs, attempts have been made to
change the molds and shape to meet
client tastes as shown for roofing tiles
besides (photo credit)5. Another factor is
the cost of other construction materials.
It was noted that when iron, cement and
wood product prices go up, the demand
for clay roofing tiles reduces.
As builders grapple with construction
costs, they opt for a cheaper versatile
iron-sheets for roofing as opposed to
costlier clay tiles. Another factor that
affect sales are external. For instance,
Kajjansi cluster was overwhelmed with
demand as Uganda prepared to host the Commonwealth Head of Government summit. Most hotels
that desired to refurbish and renovate demanded tiles in shapes and volumes that Kajjansi cluster
alone could not meet. The option was to purchase stock from as far as Kenya DRC and Tanzania.
Most producers have various management structures. Management of the big brick producers is
headed by senior management with the Chief Executive Director on top. The management is in
charge of the day-to-day activities of the company. The board of directors plays an oversight role
on management operations. Management is composed of different departments;
Human Resource. This department is headed by a human resource manager who is charge of
recruitment, training, performance appraisal, welfare of company’s personnel.
Supply Chain Department. This is headed by the supply chain Manager whose role is to do marketing
and distribution.
Finance Department. This department is in charge of finance and accountancy operations. It is
headed by Finance manager who is a qualified accountant.
Legal Department. This is headed by a legal director whose responsibility is to handle legal affairs
of the company.

5

https://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Best-Selling-clay-roof-tiles-terracotta_60280009403.html
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For small scale producers, management procedures and systems are wholly in the hands of the site
owner. All decisions are taken by a sole individual who manages casual labourers, financial resources
and other day to day operations.
3.4
Marketing Pricing and Promotion
Producer
companies
have
increased
investment
in
advertisement (through posters,
television advertisements) but this
is for the large companies. There is
no formal marketing strategy for
smaller agents who use word of
mouth to reach out to buyers with
who they negotiate on one-on-one
basis. These small traders/brokers
depend on the public awareness of
the availability of products in
Kajjansi and position themselves
by the roadside to attract
customers. The issue here is that
customers often lack critical
information about prices, quality
and source of products. This information asymmetry puts the brokers on firm negotiations position.
Another factor is that while they provide lower (wholesale prices) large companies (UCL, PAN and
HERM) take customers through formalities (almost to a level of bureaucracy) that small purchases
(demanding 3,000 pieces and below) may not want to undergo. Brokers (with roadside stock like in
the inserted photograph) take the advantage to sell to small value buyers. Photo credit6
Brokers (who are perceived as middlemen) are aware of demand pulls and strategically link up with
site engineers and prospectively determine when clay products will be demanded. In so doing they
curve out a market for themselves. While this may weaken their bargaining power, it guarantees
them a stable clientele as they proceed with serving new unsolicited buyers who come to Kajjansi.
3.5

Sales Post Sales and Re-investment

Little evidence was provided on the re-investment profile. Most entities vie to expand their business
profile rather than invest in research and technological innovation. It is Uganda Clays Ltd that
mentioned to this study they plan on re-investments as shown below.
There is on-going research for the development of new products and improving existing ones.
New products introduced on the market so far are maxpan 12” and quarry tile size 10x10.
Compound clay pavers are still under production trial. There will be a geological survey of all
quarries and mapping of the quarry blocks according to quality parameters to ensure optimum
utilization of the Company’s clay reserves. Source: UCL 2015 Annual Report

6

Taken by the Consultant during field work
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Chapter 4.
Environmental and
Social Economic Impacts
4.1
Environmental Impacts
As Uganda implements the 2030 agenda, environmental management will be critical for Uganda’s
sustainable economic development. There are quick wins that Uganda can harness: establishing
green spaces in urban dwellings; increasing carbon trading to incentivize tree planting and
watershed management; as well as investing in gas from compost in urban areas. Firewood
accounts for 85% of all energy sources in Uganda leading to 63% of deforestation rates in Uganda
between 1990-2015.
Fig:2 Illustration of energy sources (left) and trends in forest cover loss since 1990 (right)

Source for these charts and Table: NEMA Report 2015

It is widely expected that the brick making industry in general negatively impacts the
environment–but the scale of this impact is largely unknown. The Kajjansi brick cluster is not yet
impacting the environment as negatively mainly because of the use of coffee husks and sawdust
as opposed to wood (as is widely expected). The cluster challenge is that while clay is a
regenerating matter–the pace of regeneration is slower than the pace of extraction – making its
use unsustainable. Extraction has also created gaping holes in various places that pose
environmental exposure, land degradation and silting of some part of wetlands (but the impact of
these actions need a deeper Environmental Impact Assessment). Uganda’s National Environment
Management Authority (NEMA) couldn’t comment to this study on the gravity of this impact and
instead referred the study to a study done by the World Bank in 2001 (a copy of which is yet to be
obtained).
Alternative fuel sources are critical in reducing dependency on husks, and while wood is not
used in firing of bricks, most respondents to this study requested that trees be planted along
the wetlands and other clay sourcing points to preserve the environment in the area
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4.2

Social Impacts and the link to raising household incomes

There is no doubt that the Kajjansi brick cluster has improved off-farm livelihoods for those
engaged. As an area located in a peri-urban area, this has provided much needed employment and
associated incomes especially for the urban poor women who now dominate the casual workforce
(especially at the production
and packing stages of the
value chain). Our assessment
noted that most of the work
that employs the majority of
the casual labourers is at
sorting, pilling, and resting
pieces under sheds for drying
before they are taken to
firing. However, fewer and
fewer women are engaged at
the sales stage. The sale of
bricks is done mostly by male
middlemen or agents who
sell at various outlets they
own or are managed by
producer firms themselves.
There are also other organizations like Women’s Earth Alliance that is supporting women to access
energy saving machines to make bricks (like at a demonstration insert: (photo credit)7
Women who spoke to this study reported that they have organized themselves in village savings
and loans associations (VSLAs) in order to revolve the returns and wait to invest privately when
substantial value revolves to them usually four times in a year. VSLA system has become very
popular in Uganda and is a model that PROECCO can learn in helping households adopt micro
saving and expand private investments.
How the VSLA Works
The system is very simple; but the result is powerful. In a VSLA, savings is flexible across
members and over time. Members do not have to save the same amount as each other; and
they do not have to save the same amount at each meeting. Also, by saving more frequently
in very small amounts, the poor can build their savings more easily; and this contributes to
improving the security of the household. Each group is composed of 15 to 25 self-selected
individuals. Groups meet weekly and members save through the purchase of shares. The price
of a share is decided by the group. At each meeting, every member must purchase between
1 and 5 shares. The share-price is set by the group at the beginning of the cycle and is fixed
for the entire cycle.
A challenge noted by study is on the low levels of re-investment by firms especially in research
and innovation. Most dealers are keen in expanding sales and profits than in purchasing of modern
equipment or training staff on aspects of brick making and sales. A lack of a strong cluster to drive
such a process is blamed for the low investment as well as the lack of an investor care aftercare
service provision.

7

http://womensearthalliance.blogspot.ug/2012/05/gwwi-women-and-water-on-wednesdays-team.html
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Chapter 5.
Assessment of various
Business Models
The Kajjansi cluster operates an open market model determined by the seasonality of the
business. The marketing strategies are different for various operators. Big companies sell through
outlets and (to a little extent) direct sales. Brokers (most with high purchasing power) buy bulk
from industrial bases (mainly PAN HERM AND UCL) and sell directly at various locations and mostly
through hardware stalls. Owing to the seasonality of the business most operatives engaged in the
brick business are targeting long term clients who demand bricks and other clay products under
contracts. These include government institutions; large businesses like shopping malls and hotels
who demand roofing materials in high volumes. Such clients have time to press long-standing
orders and wait for supplies as of when roofing of finishing stages of construction comes –
regardless of the season. However, these are not the majority of the clients. The majority are
Ugandans (now the market slowly growing to include Kenya, Rwanda, DRC, Tanzania and more
recently South Sudan nationals) who want tiles for own houses (usually demanding an average on
time stock of 2500-5000 roofing tiles, ridges and facing bricks). In summary there are four key
aspects of the business model that describe the brick cluster business as below.
i.

Marketing Strategy

The market strategy in the cluster is being driven mainly by production, seasonality and a model
of open competition. This is at three levels: Large producers set a price basing on average cost of
production and demand projects. The computation of this price also takes into account the ongoing level of both inflation and the exchange rate prevailing at the time. There are computation
formulae but none of the companies could provide further details (as this would contravene their
competition policy). Once the price is set by large producers (mainly UCL and PAN) this price sets
the pace the rest of the market. The second level is at brokerage. Over the last 20 years, brokers
have increased in number but in Kajjansi remain below 10 (although roadside smaller scale brokers
range between 20-30). Brokers have set up installations strategically to net customers by the road
side to whom they sell at ‘a retail price’ set under a one-on-one negotiation. The price set is
usually one above the purchase price of UCL and PAN. Buyers from brokers usually demand few
pieces (below UGX 2,300 on average) which they also sell (UGX 2500-3000) at other outlets (usually
out of Kampala). Lastly there are sellers of construction materials who sell much small volumes.
At this level the price per piece is highest (with hardware sellers tapping in from the proximity to
the buyer and the ‘feared cost of inconvenience’ of travelling to Kajjansi).
ii.

Market Structure

The Kajjansi brick cluster is predominantly a monopolistic competitive market structure. There is
one product (or one line of products) that is identical in the market but differentiated by branding,
marking and a little change in design and quality (and yet not perfect substitutes). This is why
most producers have endeavoured to add a mark on their products so that they are self-defendable
by design and quality – and price confidence and differentiation for buyers and broker alike. This
marketing structure (while it benefits large companies) it is a disincentive for those who are
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unable to brand. There have been instances where counterfeits have been detected with brokers
who provide UCL labels on tiles that are not from UCL itself – to moonlight on the brand.
iii.
Price Determination
What has helped this structure to hold is that most of the operatives (producers of raw material
up to processors and those in sales) are in the same location – but in real sense the cluster does
not exist. What exists is a marketing system built on business knowledge, location adaption (due
to the association of the place with this business) and congregation of large and small businesses
in the small, middle, and large scale construction. Below is a description of this system:

Price set
by large
firms

Price set by
brokers that
negotiate with
buyers on a oneon-one basis

Price set by other
producers (but
usually not of the
highest quality)

As seen from this presentation above prices are lowest at the production point (wholesale price)
but go up as brokers who purchase at this price negotiate for higher prices with buyers (retail
price). But slightly lower quality tiles are also on the market (but mostly outside the Kajjansi area)
and some fetch prices higher than in Kajjansi because of transport costs and proximity to buyers
(and to some extent the lack of awareness of the quality specifications among buyers).
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A Business Model Case for Small Brick Producers in Kajjansi
KASSANA Brick Makers (not their real name for confidentiality purposes) are
eight (8) families in Kiwamirembe (a place with a name that means provider of
peace) near Kajjansi that have teamed-up to create as sustainable brick making
business. Three of these families own land of their ancestors rich with vast fine
clay deposits. After making pots for long (which they sold to flower vendors
along the Entebbe Kampala highway, hotels, homes and schools, they decided
to come together and for a dual business–brick making and fish farming. They
realized that working separately with each making own kiln was not
sustainable. They ended up in wrangles over wood use for firing and over
customers. This ‘cold war’ between families lead to domestic violence,
accusations of bribery and a decline in social harmony.
For small brick makers in Rwanda the lesson here is that
building separate kilns consumes more wood, splits labour
and causes welfare losses while diminishing the
opportunities to benefit from economies of scale. Eight
families each brought 32 labourers (average of 4 from each
family (like one shown on the right) who supported the
moulding of clay into brick shapes and drying in the sun (with
sun-drying done mainly by women) and gathering jointly wood
from the various timber harvesters who sell remains of cut
wood and well as reject wood parts. The families aware of the
eminent hike in wood prices are now purchasing trees from
plantations at young state. The catch is that they are able to
pay a low price rather than wait to pay a high price for big
trees (adding to the payment some maintenance cost). One of the families has embarked on starting own
tree plantation and two more are starting the same in the course of this year so that in the next decade
they are energy self-reliant.
Eight families that were firing six separate kilns are now firing
two large ones (like one shown on the left) maximizing the use
of wood, saving on space, reducing the time each takes to make
a kiln and produce large numbers that target even bigger and
more dependable client. Eight families each fired 3,000 bricks
each in a year at the maximum but they now can fire two of
10,000 bricks thrice a year. At the on-going price of UGX 300
eight families apart (produced 24,000 bricks) grossing a
revenue of UGX 7,200,000 (an equivalent of $2000) a year. But
now these families coming together are about to produce
30,000 bricks grossing a revenue of UGX 27,000,000 (an
equivalent of $7,500). This means therefore that working
alone each family would get UGX 900,000 a year (only $250) as compared to now where jointed up
each family receives UGX 3,375,000 ($937.5) which is a 275% increase in returns. This demonstrates
the power of clustering even at the lowest scale.
Looking at the business models, small producers have limited capacity to advertise, or to reach out to
large buyers for precisely three reasons: i) they have limited stock; ii) they attract medium scale buyers
who often know where to locate them and iii) they work informally and prefer it since it would not attract
any corporate taxes.
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They therefore have two main models: Placing a sample stock by the roadside and prospective buyers can
then identify them and bargain with an intention to purchase (from main store usually away from the
stall). Secondly, small producers send out scouts to construction agents (usually ones that work informally
with large businesses) who return with information on who is undertaking construction and whether they
demand bricks (and in what volumes). Since bricks are not a highly perishable item, they are usually not
under immense pressure to sell, but rather on pressure to have starting capital for subsequent production.
Photos of metal fabrication and finishing stones (as alternative businesses for brick makers)

Source: Consultant (2017)
The demand for construction material is on the rise. Asked about what they do with the returns from sale
of bricks, most respondents (mostly youth like ones on the photo on the left) mentioned that they have
used the funds to set up metal fabrication installations since construction clients also demand windows,
doors, and metallic gates. They use the money to purchase metal scrap materials, iron spreads and sheets
from Uganda Roofings Limited and produce these highly demanded finishing materials. Others (mainly
women, mentioned that they were using earnings for stone quarrying since design stones were also rising
in demand (photo on the right).
Small scale producers by the narrow scope of the businesses demand less banking services. While they
worked separately (each earning $250 a year) it was not a volume that necessitated banking services. This
has however changed since then. Three of the group members now pull funds together worth UGX
10,125,000 ($2,812) and bank it on a co-owned bank account. They plan to access a bank loan of about
$50,000,000 ($13,888) to buy a brick making machine – that the rest of the group will hire; in addition,
they want to acquire land near their trading centre for a show room, store and hardware shop. This would
not be possible without bank services.
Overall the strengths of small scale brick makers are mainly:

Availability of affordable Labour and vast quality clay deposits in the area.

They do not require too much capital to invest in brick production.

The market for their products is readily available.

They use tools and other hand held equipment, which do not require maintenance costs. This
reduces their operating expenses.

Attract customers with low incomes. Most customers cannot afford brick products from the big
four companies; UCL, Herm, Lweza and PAN and hence resort to bricks produced by small-scale
producers whose prices are not relatively low.
However, they face the following challenges.

They use wood to fire bricks which doesn’t guarantee high quality baked bricks due to uneven
spread of fire.
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There is high Labour turnover, which is brought about by low sales and hence meagre salaries,
which force out most workers on site.
They use rudimentary tools and technologies in brick production like hoes and other hand held
equipment, which compromise the quality of a final product.
The supply of quality wood is not always guaranteed and it’s very expensive in terms of cost. The
use of wood has environmental implications in the long run.




1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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SUMMARY OF LESSONS FROM THIS CASE STUDY
Small producers in this case had access/owned clay deposits which is critical for production
Afforestation is critical for ensuring availability of wood for firing bricks in the long run
Jointed-up approach to produce and sale as a group generated 275% more profits!
Use of banking services is critical in generating credit-worthiness and future loan access
Profits from sales if pooled together will aid brick makers to purchase small brick making machines

Final Report

Chapter 6.
Summary Findings and
Recommendations for
PROECCO

O

verall the study deduced that the growth of the brick cluster at Kajjansi is driven by three
fundamental factors: proximity of raw materials (regenerating clay of high material) to
processing plants amidst cheap labour; rising demand in the construction sector paving way
for market segregation by various agents; and recent rejuvenation of Uganda Clays Limited which
is a pace-setter in the business. The items below match the key findings from the study with key
recommendations for PROECCO.
6.1

Brick cluster presents High Opportunity for Women employment and empowerment

The brick making sector has seen progressively higher levels of employment for women especially
in causal work during brick laying, arrangement and packing of finished products. The cluster
employs a lot of women at the lower levels of value chain which is critical for off-farm employment
and household incomes for peri-urban dwellers. Women outnumber men at these levels (almost
3:1) although men outnumber women at clay harvest and parking (mostly done with hired
machines) and during brick-firing. Women are also heavily involved in the sale of husks from coffee
farmers to transporters. Respondents to this study noted during coffee off-seasons, husks are
imported from as far away as Tanzania and Ethiopia where women in those countries still engage
in their trade (but not transportation). Employment provides only relative benefits. It was noted
that lucrative sections of the brick cluster value chain are managed by men (especially at sales
and at the decision to re-invest) meaning that power relations and decision making remains
ultimately with men than women. Women who spoke to this study mentioned that some have
created Village Savings and Loans Associations (VSLAs) to protect their gains – aware that they will
have a ‘limited say’/ decision making clout on business earnings that their male counterparts
would eventually earn at sales.
As women get employed in the sector PROECCO should support them to sustain village
savings and loans associations to cushion and multiply their benefits from their incomes
6.2

The nature of the brick cluster demands proximity between key value chain actors

Clay products are heavy and supporting bulk transportation is costly for both the dealers and
purchasers. As a result, brokerage firms position themselves near processing plants for sample
displays and hold large stock along the highways and at business ‘hotspots’ (near the main trading
centres) where dealers in hardware and construction materials double as their agents. The key
question is ensuring proximity for the buyer, which reduces on the cost overall. Agents benefit by
positioning themselves near the manufacturing companies to get ‘the first hand’ at buyers before
they proceed to processing plants. Aware of the cumbersome paying procedures with ‘big’ players
like Uganda Clays Ltd, buyers are swayed to purchase from brokers (especially those who want
below 3,000 pieces of roofing tiles that can fit on one large truck).
Proximity (especially for the buyer) is critical in expanding retail business which in turn will
drive production and productivity- from sales and client satisfaction commentary respectively
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6.3

There are grave concerns of the impact of brick making on the environment

The study deduced that small scale produces using wood for firing and the exposure produced by
gaping holes and open spaces after excavation of clay have a negative impact on the environment.
In addition, emission of smoke from the furnaces at baking stage presents highly pollutant gas that
has negative impact on dwellers in the vicinity. However, the impact is not as much on the natural
resources as widely expected. More and more brick makers are using coffee husks instead of wood
to fire bricks as well as electricity (in more advanced processing plants like at Uganda Clays Ltd).
The challenge is that when coffee is off-season, availability of husks slumps and prices go up
overtly affecting eventual prices. As Uganda continues to face prolonged droughts, further eroding
of wetlands where rich clay deposits are found, exposes it to further adverse effects of climate
change. There is worry that as coffee prices plummet on the world market, the demand for coffee
may cool with its production as well as the availability of husks. Another concern is that Kenya
and Tanzania have over the last decade increased their own bricks production further threatening
the availability of husks or pushing up their prices (in as much as the prices are low equivalent of
$3 per bag).
It is recommended that other options be looked at including use of rice and wheat husks as
well as heaters powered by solar as is being experimented in Eastern Europe.
6.4

High machine repair and maintenance costs require adaptation to new technological
innovations that are less capital intensive

The study deduced that most of the machines now in place to make bricks and other products
have outlived their production support life and require repairs (and some a complete overhaul).
Machines and associated spare parts are costly and have to be imported from China, Japan and a
few countries in Eastern Europe. Small scale producers have fabricated metal plates to prepare
moulded pieces for firing but this does not provide the shape and quality that the market expects
forcing prices down – making this line of production cost inefficient. However, this can be
addressed. Local technology supplies have potential to progress their innovations in brick-making
machines.
It is recommended that local technology supplies be supported to produce brick-making
machines and gradually end reliance on equipment from china and far east overtime
6.5

Setting up a sustainable cluster will need a pace-maker – one or two strong entities to
take the lead and others to follow.

The brick cluster in Uganda would not exist without Uganda Clays Ltd (even with enormous
challenges this entity has suffered). UCL became the pace-setter for the Kajjansi operatives –
offering sustained volumes that agents could purchase and sale at negotiated prices at different
outlets throughout the country (although eventually UCL opened its own agent locations in east
and western Uganda). Extension of knowledge from PAN, HERM and UCL has seen other producers
crop up and this is healthy for the cluster inasmuch as they still prefer to operate independently
in open market mode than under a common market strategy.
A strong cluster requires one or two strong brick producers that become ‘the york of the egg’
around which other aspects can hold. It will also require chain links between raw-material
suppliers
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Annex 1 List of Personalities who spoke to this study
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mulangira Moses
Derick
Mr. Kironde
Oweti Kassim
Ndide David
Moses
Muwanga John
Charles
Bogere Robert
-
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+256772676233
+256779533322
+256782497963
+256776937929
+256775450911
+256753003803
+256706377578
+256782295323
+256772460280

Manager
HR
Director
Sales Manager
Sales
Sales Agent
Director
Sales Agent
Production Manager
Agent at Outlet

Clays Agent
Uganda Clays Ltd
PAN Uganda Ltd
Kajjansi Clays Products
Uganda Clays Ltd
JK Clays Uganda Ltd
JK Clays Uganda Ltd
Lweza Clays Uganda Ltd
HERM Ltd
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